
FM TRANSMIT CATALOG
Offering efficient transmission of the highest quality radio signals for broadcast networks

FM Radio Transmitters

Dual Drive, 1+1 , N+1

Associated Products
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APT codecs deliver broadcast-grade audio between locations. Our WorldNet and 
WorldCast range offer reliable and cost-effective broadcast solutions delivering 
high quality content over IP, T1, E1, ISDN & Leased Lines.  
Designed for use in studio transmitter links, studio networking and remotes / 
OB applications, the APT codec portfolio includes a wide range of stereo and 
multi-channel units that can be deployed as a simple STL or a large-scale IP audio 
network.
Our SureStream technology delivers broadcast-grade audio over the open 
internet.

With over 55 years’ experience, Ecreso transmitters enjoy a well-earned reputation 
for offering powerful performance, powerful control and powerful savings. Our 
full range of transmitters offers highly efficient distribution of terrestrial radio 
signals for FM, DAB, DAB+ and T-DMB. 

Our new FM range boasts a fully digital modulator, exceptional efficiency, multiple 
support and maintenance features, additional built-in functionality and a variety 
of redundant configurations such as Dual Drive, 1+1 or N+1.

Audemat provides a range of professional monitoring and measurement tools for 
a wide variety of broadcast technologies. 

The Audemat portfolio includes RF and data monitoring equipment and mobile 
field strength meters for analog and digital radio (HD Radio, DAB/DAB+/T-DMB, 
AM, FM) and analog and digital TV (DVB-T/H, DVB-T2, ATSC, PAL/SECAM, NTSC). 
In addition, Audemat offers industry-leading digital test and measurement 
equipment, audio processors, world-class RDS encoders and a range of facility 
remote control solutions.  

Complementing Audemat’s product range is an extensive range of professional 
software solutions for the management, configuration and monitoring of broadcast 
networks.

WorldCast Systems is a highly respected provider of professional, reliable and innovative broadcast systems to the Radio & 
Television market worldwide. Encompassing the industry-leading brands of APT, Ecreso & Audemat, WorldCast Systems offers a 
wide range of high performing products for audio and video delivery, transmission and monitoring.

Deliver Transmit Monitor
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Our Powerful FM Transmitters deliver:

Powerful

PerforMANCe

Our digital excite
r offers a

 crystal clear audio sig
nal 

on reliable tra
nsmitte

rs t
hat are designed to last. 

Page 5-6

Powerful

CoNTrol

We offer Expert Maintenance Reportin
g and  an Advanced 

Metering Interface for remote maintenance, optim
ization, 

analysi
s & control.

Page 7-8

Powerful

SAVINGS

With the highest Efficiency on the market and many integrated 

capabiliti
es, E

creso helps yo
ur equipment and operations budgets 

to go further

Page 9-12
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helios fm
The lowest electrical consumption
The highest signal quality

Up to 74% overall efficiency

Digital modulator “direct to frequency”

Built-in stereo encoder, RDS and web server

… At the most attractive price

Watch the video on 
www.ecreso.com
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Powerful
PERFORMANCE

Frequency range 87.5 to 108 MHz in 10 kHz increments
Frequency stability < 10-6 per year
Spurious and harmonic suppression Meets or exceeds all ETSI requirements
Intermodulation distortion 0.02% typical
FM S/N ratio > 80 dB 
Typical AM noise 75 dB RMS (Helios FM >750W)
Bandwidth 0.05 dB
Stereophonic separation 65 dB
Audio inputs Analog and/or AES «XLR»

Sampling Rate Up to 192 kb/s @ 16, 24, 32 bits

Digital FM Modulator “Direct to Channel” 
Highest Signal Quality
Perfect Audio Fidelity
Several Built-in Broadcast Tools
Control of all Signal Parameters

•
•
•
•
•

At the heart of all transmitters in the new Ecreso range is our FM Band “Direct 
to Channel” Digital Modulator. From program inputs right through to the final 
conversion to RF,signal generation and control are performed entirely by digital 
means. This ensures an exceptionally pure, crystal-clear audio signal with the 
highest audio fidelity.  

Our Digital Modulator not only shines on paper but its exceptional performance 
translates into a sublime listening experience. The Digital Modulator also offers 
a number of built in functions that can eliminate the additional cost and space 
requirements of external equipment. 

Radio is all about sound!
Shouldn’t your listeners have the best?

DIreCT To ChANNel DIGITAl MoDulATor

Quick Spec
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The Digital Modulator offers outstanding performance – not 
only in ways that can be measured and specified, but also in 
improved audio quality and fidelity. This audio aspect is much 
more subjective and cannot be measured with metering tools, 
but it can be quantified through a large panel of listeners and 
an appropriate test method. Such listening tests have been 
performed at WorldCast Systems’ studio lab which offers 
professional acoustic conditions, using a procedure adapted 
from the ITU-R BS1284-1 recommendation “General methods 
for the subjective assessment of sound quality”. 

A large panel of listeners participated in the double-blind 
test, including audio and radio broadcast experts, as well 
as non-professional listeners. This panel included men and 
women from 16 to 65 years old, and listeners of various radio 
formats. 

Even for professionals with extensive knowledge and 
experience in the audio business, the evaluation of audio 
quality remains very subjective. However, the comparison of 
a brief test sample against a reference sample allows the 
listeners to identify more precisely the audio differences 
and to qualify the transmitter fidelity. The test has been 
conducted by comparing the audio source (clearly announced 
to the listener as “the reference”) to samples of the same 
content after passing through one of 3 random broadcasting 
chains. The test was “double-blind” – neither the listeners 
nor the moderator of the test knew which of the 3 chains 
they were listening to): 

Chain 1: Former design analog Helios
Chain 2: New Helios FM with digital modulator
Chain 3: The reference (no transmitter) 

For each comparison, the listener indicated if the unknown 
chain was identical, slightly different or very different from 
the reference. Listeners who were wrong too often - stating 
the audio source is not identical to the reference when in fact 
they were listening to the reference – were judged unreliable 
and discarded from our statistics. 

The audio sources have been chosen to cover most radio 
formats and the reality of an FM broadcasting chain, meaning 
they originated as uncompressed high quality audio files. 
The audio was then  processed according to the format 
(using several famous FM processors with standard presets). 
16 samples have been used for this test, from classical to 
urban formats, including jazz, pop, electro, rock, as well as 
single human voices. Audio samples were short to make the 
comparison easier, and all levels in the chain were adjusted to 
eliminate differences in loudness. The FM signal demodulation 

•
•
•

New Helios FM
Digital Exciter

Percentage of 
“identical to the reference” statement

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%
Reference Double-blind test

was performed digitally by the Audemat Modulation Analyser 
(see page 25) and  passed through a precision amplifier to 
professional studio grade speakers. 

Our extensive listening tests involved more than 500 data 
samples, multiple audio formats and test subjects that included 
audio professionals. The results  show that the new Helios 
FM and its “Direct to Chanel” Digital Modulator significantly 
improves the audio fidelity possible in an FM transmission. This 
performance is even more impressive in that it is relative to the 
popular analog Helios exciter from ECRESO, which was already 
well-respected in the industry for its very good quality and 
fidelity.

We held extensive listening tests involving more than 500 data samples, multiple audio formats and test subjects 
that included audio professionals. The results showed that the new Helios FM and its “Direct to Chanel” Digital 

Modulator significantly improve the audio fidelity of FM broadcast beyond what was previously thought possible. 
Gregory Mercier, Product Manager

CrySTAl CleAr AuDIo SIGNAl

40%
Old Helios

Analog Exciter
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Powerful
CONTROL

Advanced Measurement Interface (AMI)
Remote Analysis and Control  by TCP/IP
Expert Maintenance Reporting (EMR)  
Proactive Maintenance Data
Intuitive Web Interface
Support of SNMP protocol

•
•
•
•
•
•

ADVANCeD MeASureMeNT INTerfACe (AMI)

TCP/IP: web + SNMP INTerfACe

With the new Advanced Measurement Interface available on 
Ecreso transmitters, you can consult a real-time dashboard 
that provides an at-a-glance overview of the transmitter 
performance. Onboard instrumentation enables detailed 
analysis of the RF Spectrum, MPX Spectrum, Audio Spectrum 

and and Peak Meters, displayed simultaneously in a clear and 
easily accessible viewing panel. With no need to connect an 
external unit to perform diagnostic measurements, the new 
AMI makes it quick and easy to identify any issues and obtain a 
detailed understanding of the transmitter signal.

Add our powerful TCP/IP communication board to the Helios 
FM to pack even more features into your transmitter - an  
intuitive Web based interface for remote monitoring and 
control, and support for the SNMP protocol including access to 
MIB files. In addition, the TCP/IP board supports capabilities 

such as the Advanced Measurement Interface and WorldCast 
Systems’ Expert Maintenance Reporting.

Several other applications and features are planned for the 
module which can easily be updated remotely.

“The AMI is a double innovation; firstly, our fully digital modulator carries out such extensive analysis without external 
devices and secondly, the dashboard display gives access to such a great range of information while still remaining clear and 

easy to understand.”
Christophe Poulain, Group Vice-President Sales and Marcom.
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EMR is a proactive service which sends regular reports on the 
status of key parameters such as temperatures, currents and 
voltages, plus information on the performance and lfespan of 
components such as the fan and power supply of the transmitter. 
Thanks to a powerful firewall-friendly web protocol, EMR 
works securely over a regular Internet connection (ADSL, 3G, 
...) even when the connection bandwidth is limited. 

The system works through a data Cloud entirely managed 
and secured by dedicated WorldCast Systems’ IT experts. 
Once access to the service is granted, the user can enable 
the EMR service on Ecreso transmitters within seconds with 
an authorized account ID. From then on, the transmitters will 
automatically push reports to the EMR Cloud for centralization, 
in-depth processing and automatic notification. 

exPerT MAINTeNANCe rePorTING (eMr)
Expert Maintenance Reporting (EMR) is a new service offered on Ecreso transmitters that enables 
time-starved broadcast engineers to keep on top of maintenance issues and ensure that preventative 
action is taken before any problems occur. Available initially for our privileged partners, EMR will be 

available soon for all customers using our new FM transmitter range.

Expert Maintenance Reporting

With detailed logging and trend analysis, Expert Maintenance 
Reporting can identify slow-burning problems and issue 
warnings well in advance to allow for corrective action to 
be taken. All the information such as a map-based display of 
current statuses and detailed, user-friendly reports and graphs 
is available at any time in the EMR user page. With Proactivity 
as a key focus, EMR users will also receive automatic reports 
to inform them about issues even before they happen!

With Expert Maintenance Reporting, we at Ecreso are delivering 
yet another layer of protection and reliability to those working 
in mission-critical FM transmission. The need for proactivity is 
paramount but engineers often don’t have the time to conduct 
regular checks and audits of their system. This new service is 
perfect because it supplies you with all the information you 
need to plan for maintenance and optimization in a regular 
report without occupying any of your time.

Firewall friendly

Availability and 
Performance

Security and 
Compliance

ReportsStatistics
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ECRESO FM Transmitters are based on 6th Generation MOSFETs, 
which offer up to 84% efficiency. These semi conductor devices 
dissipate less heat for their surface and consume less power 
than previous generations. Not only that but the use of these 
devices offers many more advantages. Our amplifier stage 
requires less power at the input and thus avoids the need 
for Intermediate Power Amplifiers or high power exciters. 
The intial cost of the transmitter is therefore reduced while 
reliability is improved. Heat dissipation is also significantly 

reduced, allowing a more compact design and reliable  24/7 
operation even in the worst environmental conditions. 
Compared to  previous generations, these MOSFETs are more 
rugged against high VSWR events, and more resistant to heat 
with a maximum junction temperature up to 225°C. With our 
super heat sink design and this new MOSFET technology the 
new ECRESO FM Transmitters are cooler, more reliable and 
much more economical to own.

Powerful
SAVINGS

Reduced Electricity Costs: up to 74% Efficiency 
Reduced Cooling Costs
Less Heat Produced 
Trouble Free Operation on the Air
Longer Component Life Span
Fewer Fans 
Lower Maintenance Costs 
Compact Transmitter, Modular Design

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When choosing an FM transmitter for your network, efficiency 
is one of the most important selection criterion as it has a 
direct technical and financial impact on your station. Higher 
efficiency means you can broadcast at the same power level 
while reducing your utility power consumption and heat 
dissipation.

As a result, significant savings can be achieved on your 
electricity bill and cooling systems.

But less heat also means less stress on components, increased 
reliability and a longer service life for your transmitter. That’s 
why, when comparing the efficiency of a transmitter, the  best 
measure is the total and real efficiency including modulator, 

amplifier stage, power supply, fans and display. It should be 
measured from the AC mains power input to the RF output, with 
external and calibrated measurement tools. Even additional 
functions (RDS encoders, stereo encoders, sound processors…) 
could be added to the power and efficiency calculations as 
those units are part of your FM chain with their own power 
consumption and generation of excess heat. 

The new line of ECRESO FM Transmitters provides the highest 
overall efficiency available on the market, up to 74%! Such 
tremendous performance can only be achieved by using the 
latest available technologies combined with an innovative 
design. 

6Th MoSfeT GeNerATIoN

Up to 74% Efficiency
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ECRESO FM Transmitters use switching power supplies 
controlled dynamically in order to maintain high overall 
efficiency even at reduced RF output power. The complete 
transmitter efficiency loss at -3dB (half of the nominal output 
power) is only about 5%. We selected this power supply on the 
basis of its robustness and reliability due to its critical nature 
within the transmitter.
Our power supplies accept a large voltage range on the mains 
power input to ensure consistent operation even during power 
variations. They also feature active surge current limiting on 

the AC input and a built-in active PFC function guaranteeing a 
power factor of 0.95 or better.
The power supplies are also protected against short circuit, 
overload, over-voltage, temperature.
For even more protection, a second, optional, surge suppressor 
module can be included in ECRESO transmitters at the 
customer’s request.
All our Helios FM and Goliath FM come with On/Off button and 
AC plug for easy installation.

More efficiency also means less heat is produced. Let’s compare 
the consumption of an old 1kW FM Transmitter with 52% efficiency, 
with the new Helios FM 1000W (up to 72% efficiency).

The green bar represents the power used to broadcast the FM 
program: 1000W on both transmitters.

But the red bar shows how much unwanted heat is generated 
by the older design: 923W versus only 389W with the Helios FM 
1000W!
As a result, heat dissipation is reduced by 58%, which translates 
to increased reliability, less stress on electrical and mechanical 
components and powerful savings on electricity, maintenance 
and cooling costs.  

In many cases, when specifying  FM Transmitters, the 
criterion of efficiency is more important than the purchase 
price itself. Over the course of a transmitter’s lifetime, 
the electricity cost savings which a more efficient design 
can generate could easily equal or exceed the cost of the 
transmitter.

The new Ecreso line has the highest overall efficiency 
available today which means that you get the lowest total 
cost of ownership and operation over the lifespan of the 
transmitter. Maintenance costs and downtime can be 
reduced as well.

The following comparison takes into account the purchase 
price plus electricity bills during the lifetime of the product. 
It does not include maintenance, cooling, and other costs 
that would increase the advantage of the ECRESO transmitter 
over other brands. 

ToTAl CoST of owNerShIP 

SwITChING Power SuPPlIeS

leSS heAT !

Total Cost of Ownership :
Purchase + consumption over 10 year period

Comparison for 1kW broadcasted over 10 years (euros/kW) - Electricity 
cost: 0.1€/kWh +5%/year - Competition average based on 5 well-known  FM 
transmitter brands (latest ranges). Does not take into account additional savings 
(cooling system, reduced maintenance and additional built-in features). 

Most Competitive FM transmitters on the market

New Range 

Up to 74% efficiency

15 000 € 20 000 € 25 000 €
(US$ 21,000) (US$ 28,000) (US$ 36,000)

New Ecreso TX

2000

Reference TX

0

1000

Heat

RF
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Powerful
SAVINGS

Save with Built-In Functionalities including: 
Modular Audio Inputs and Silence Detect
Digital Stereo Encoder
Advanced Automatic Switching
Embedded FM Limiter
Dynamic RDS Encoder

•
•
•
•
•

The new line of ECRESO FM Transmitters is fully equipped 
with 2 MPX/SCA and 2 audio inputs as standard. MPX/SCA 
Inputs can be used for a complete MPX/composite signal, or 
to feed the transmitter with RDS or other subcarriers. The 
Helios FM uses a modular audio input structure supporting 
both analog and AES audio inputs, meaning you can opt for 
your transmitter to come equipped with: 

2 analog inputs
2 AES inputs 
or a mix: 1 analog + 1 AES audio inputs

•
•
•

This flexibility allows maximum compatibility with the 
different connections at the transmitter site. 

All of the inputs include silence detectors so you monitor in 
real time the status of your program inputs, as well as send 
automatic notifications/alarms in case of any signal loss. 

Based on the silence detection feature described above, the 
Helios FM can automatically switch from a main source to 
a backup. Simple configuration can enable comprehensive 
customization: silence threshold, delay (main to backup 
and backup to main), as well as priorities of each source, 
including the MPX inputs. 

The loss of an RDS input signal can also be detected and 
automatically switch on the internal RDS encoder. As a 
result, you get the maximum reliability for your signal and 
reduce hardware costs and complexity.

MoDulAr AuDIo INPuTS & SIleNCe DeTeCTIoN

ADVANCeD AuToMATIC SwITChING
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This optional software module offers 
exceptional value, delivering all of 
Audemat’s expertise in RDS encoding. 
Your Helios FM can be connected to 
automation software and display artist 
names and song titles on FM/RDS 
receivers. Using the powerful digital 
modulator, your RDS signal is generated 

with maximum purity and stability. The process is 100% 
digital (neither potentiometers nor trimmer capacitors 
are used). As a result, we deliver measurably better 
performance than other designs. In addition, this encoder 
can easily be used as a backup of your main RDS encoder 
thanks to SCA input loss detection plus automatic internal 
RDS activation.

In addition to the hard modulation clipper that is a standard 
feature, the Helios FM can also have an optional integrated 
FM Limiter. This software controls your processed audio 
against any variations that could occur between the studio 
and the transmitter, and guarantees the total control of your 

modulation. The FM Limiter module includes an Automatic 
Gain Control, an FM Clipper and an MPX Power Limiter to 
comply with ITU 412. Those features enable to replace your 
on-site final limiter when audio is already processed at the 
studio.

When talking about audio quality, we usually focus on the 
sound processor, but the stereo encoding stage is also critical 
to the quality of an FM broadcast. Broadcasters demand precise 
powerful performance not only with test signals but also on 
processed audio.

Using high speed DSP circuitry, our built-in stereo encoder is 
highly oversampled and offers amazing stereo performance and 
perfect synchronization of all parts of the signal, under any 
conditions.  

DIGITAl STereo eNCoDer

Fully Digital and highly over-sampled
Amazing stereo performance and audio fidelity
Easy configuration of all subcarriers and levels

•
•
•

eMbeDDeD fM lIMITer

DyNAMIC rDS eNCoDer

Supports PI, PS, TP, TA, MS, PTY, PTYN, DI, AF, RT
Dynamic PS Scrolling
Easy setup by RS232 software or WebPages
Can also work as a backup of your main RDS encoder
Audemat - world-leader in RDS encoding

•
•
•
•
•

MPX Spectrum view

Other world-class RDS encoders from Audemat include:

Digiplexer HQSound (see page 21)
FMB50/80 (see page 22)

RDS Encoder Silver (see page 22)

Other world-class Audio processors from Audemat:

Digiplexer HQSound Audio Processor  (see page 21)
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Why Choose Ecreso ?
Over 55 years’ experience in the RF Field
Installed at thousands of sites all over the world
Fully Operational in extreme conditions worldwide
Designed for reliability, quality, longevity and consistency
Adherence to strict International standards
Full Turnkey Solutions Supplied
3 year warranty supplied as standard
Extended Warranty available up to 5 years

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Founded in 1956, ECRESO has 55 years experience in the RF 
field and, over the last 20 years, has installed thousands of 
transmitters worldwide. All our transmitters have a proven 
track record of longevity, and adhere to both strict International 
standards and the stringent requirements of industry-leading 
broadcast companies. 

We pay particular attention to manufacturing quality and 
provide a 3 year warranty with all our transmitters. 
As part of the WorldCast Systems group, we offer customized 
broadcast systems from the studio site throught to Off Air 
monitoring as well as support for your projects from system 
design to on-site training.
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our refereNCeS

SAVING MoNey AND The eNVIroNMeNT

‘‘ Unstructured industrial development is putting our planet in danger.
High Technology companies must be leaders and prove, through innovation,

that progress can save us from progress.”
Bruno ROST, President of WorldCast Systems

RoHS compliant 
Fewer electronical components

WEEE compliant

Low consumption product 
Efficiency up to 74%
Dissipated Heat reduced by half

Compact size saves on shipping, 
packaging and storage

Made in our low consumption 
factory in France 

TelevisaIceland Telecom

TDF

SWR

RTE

All India Radio

TELE Greenland

Danish Army

ERTU

Bulgarian National Radio

Digita

Jordan TV

Cameroon RTV

SRTV Sudan

RTG Gabon

Lagardere

Media Broadcast

AES Broadcast

ARA Totem

EG Diffusion

Radio Freedom

RCF

SARL Orom

SAVE Diffusion

Towercast
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As part of the new FM transmitter 
range, the widely-respected Helios has 
been redesigned to meet today’s most 
challenging broadcast requirements.

The new Helios FM 20W/100W now 
includes an “FM Band Direct to 
Frequency” Digital Modulator from 
ECRESO for higher signal quality and 
performance.

Available in 20 W and 100 W versions, 
the Helios FM 20W/100W can be used 
as a standalone low power transmitter 
or as an exciter in conjunction with 
Goliath FM amplifiers. The unit is fully 
protected against overheating, VSWR 
and lightning.

Also available within the unit are several 
innovative features such as dynamic 
RDS encoding and an FM Limiter. The 
front panel with LCD screen can be 
used for local configuration while 
remote control can be performed by 
Web server, SNMP, RS232 or GPIOs.

Low
 P

ow
er FM

 Transm
itters

Compact 2U rack design
Fully Digital FM Exciter 20 W or 100 W
Stereo Encoder with analog and/or digital audio inputs
Silence detection and intelligent failover
TCP/IP with Web browser and SNMP
GPIOs
Dynamic RDS Encoder
FM Limiter with MPX power control (ITU-R 412)
Expert Maintenance Reporting
Advanced Metering Interface

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low Power uP to 100 w

Frequency range 87.5 to 108 MHz in 10 kHz steps

Frequency stability < 10-6 per year

Spurious and harmonic 
suppression

Meets or exceeds all ETSI require-
ments

Intermodulation distortion 0.02% typical

FM S/N ratio > 80 dB 

Typical AM noise 65 dB RMS (Helios FM 20W/100W)
75 dB RMS (Helios FM >750W)

Bandwidth 0.05 dB

Stereophonic separation 65 dB

Preemphasis                                                       0 µs, 50 µs or 75 µs

Audio inputs Analog and/or AES «XLR»
Up to 192 kb/s @ 16, 24, 32 bits

MPX/SCA inputs 2 «BNC» type

Marking CE

Standards 1999/5/CE (R&TTE)
ETS 302 018 (EMC)
ETS 300 384 (Radio)
NF EN 60215 (Safety)

•
•
•
•

Specifications subject to change without notice

HELIOS FM

Technical specification

 Web interface

Powerful
PerforMANCe

Powerful
CoNTrol

Powerful
SAVINGS

Digital Modulator
Crystal Clear Signal

Highly Reliable

TCP/IP, SNMP Management 
Expert Maintenance Reporting
Advanced Metering Interface

Built-in Functionality
Most affordable Digital 

Exciter worldwide

Features
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Helios FM

Direct to channel digital modulator
Stereo Encoder built-in
Modular analog and digital audio inputs
Silence detection and intelligent failover
TCP/IP with Web browser and SNMP
GPIOs
Dynamic RDS Encoder
FM Limiter with MPX power control (ITU-R 412)
Expert Maintenance Reporting
Advanced Metering Interface

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Combining the very latest technologies with 
ECRESO’s proven RF experience, our 350 W 
to 2000 W transmitters have been designed 
to offer an innovative and highly reliable 
solution for medium power transmission.

The first FM transmitters based on 6th 
Generation MOSFET, the new Medium 
Power FM range is not only more robust, 
it also delivers efficiency of up to 74%. 
Top signal quality and performance are 
achieved thanks to the “FM Band Direct to 
Frequency” Digital Modulator which is at 
the heart of this range.

The manufacturing quality and the 
simplicity of use make this a truly powerful 
transmitter to broadcast analog FM 
programs. Both the Helios FM 20W digital 
exciter and the Goliath FM amplifier are 
fully protected against overheating, VSWR 
and lightning. 

In addition, several innovative features are 
available, such as dynamic RDS encoding 
and an FM Limiter. Fully featured for local 
maintenance and configuration, it also 
allows extensive remote control by Web 
server, SNMP, RS232 or GPIOs.

MODULAR VERSION:
Modular System with separate exciter and amplifier 
controlled from a single centralized and intuitive 
interface on the Helios FM 20W.

• COMPACT VERSION:
Standalone HELIOS FM up to 2 kW including modulator 
and amplifier in one unit to reduce space, cabling and 
hardware.

•

Integrated modulator and amplifierModular Transmitter with separate 
exciter and amplifier

 HELIOS FM 
350W

HELIOS FM 
750W

HELIOS FM 
1000W

HELIOS FM 
1500W

HELIOS FM
2000 W

Max Power 350 W 750 W 1050 W 1550 W 2050 W

Efficiency Up to 69% Up to 74% Up to 72% Up to 72% Up to 72%

Efficiency 
Loss @-3dB <5%

Size 3U

Depth 432mm 670mm

Weight ~12.5kg ~13kg ~14kg ~18kg ~20kg

RF Out 7/16

Specifications subject to change without notice

Quick specs

Medium Power FM transmitters are available in 2 versions: 

MediuM Power uP to 2 000 w

Powerful
PerforMANCe

Powerful
CoNTrol

Powerful
SAVINGS

Digital Modulator
Crystal Clear Signal

Highly Reliable

TCP/IP, SNMP Management 
Expert Maintenance Reporting
Advanced Metering Interface

Up to 74% Efficiency
Built-In functionality
Increased life span

Features
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uP to 10 000 w
High Power

uP to 10 000 w
High Power

Powerful
PerforMANCe

Powerful
CoNTrol

Powerful
SAVINGS

The new high power range is the result 
of ECRESO’s 56 year history of designing, 
building and delivering reliable, high 
quality, broadcast systems, and also 
incorporates the very latest technologies.

Designed for reliability and longevity, 
the new modular design is based on 
the Goliath FM 1500W/2000W amplifier 
modules, which deliver the best cost/watt 
ratio in the industry over the lifetime of 
the transmitter, and have the lowest heat 
dissipation available on the market today.

A Crystal-Clear signal is achieved using the 
Helios FM 20/100W exciter and its direct 
to channel digital modulator. All modules 
used in our high power transmitters are 
similar and easy to maintain.

The system can be fully controlled and 
monitored through the built-in Web 
interface and SNMP protocol, and several 
innovative features can be incorporated 
such as a digital stereo encoder, dynamic 
RDS encoder, automatic program input 
failover, FM Limiter and more. 

Digital Modulator
Crystal Clear Signal

Highly Reliable

TCP/IP, SNMP Management 
Expert Maintenance Reporting
Advanced Metering Interface

Up to 70% Efficiency
Built-In functionality
Increased life span

FM Transmitter 3000 W with rack integration

Direct to channel digital modulator
Stereo Encoder built-in
Modular analog and digital audio inputs
Silence detection and intelligent failover
TCP/IP with Web browser and SNMP
GPIOs
Dynamic RDS Encoder
FM Limiter with MPX power control (ITU-R 412)
Expert Maintenance Reporting
Advanced Metering Interface

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Features

And also

Dual drive, 1+1 and N+1 systems
Customized rack integration
Turnkey solutions including peripherals

•
•
•

Specifications subject to change without notice

 FM TRANSMTITER 
3000 W

FM TRANSMTITER 
5000 W

FM TRANSMTITER 
> 5000W

Exciter Helios FM 20W Helios FM 100W Customized confi-
gurations 

on request
Amplifier 2 x Goliath FM 

1500W
3 x Goliath FM 

2000W

Combiner Ines FM 2V Ines FM 3V

RF Output 7/8 1’5/8 1’5/8

Quick specs
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N+1, 1+1,
 Dual Drive

ECRESO can provide super-reliable 
redundant systems such as Dual Drive 
and 1+1, thanks to the new Nephtys 
controller.

Connected by CAN bus to any one of the 
new ECRESO range of products (Helios FM 
or Goliath FM), the Nephtys can detect 
any fault and automatically switch to the 
reserve transmitter or exciter in case of 
failure of the on-air system. It can also 
act has the central management unit of 
your FM transmitter.

The Nephtys can be equipped with GPIOs 
and TCP/IP communications for web and 
SNMP based monitoring and control. It 
is compatible with a large range of RF 
switches, from  N to 1-5/8”  that are 
used in our Dual Drive and 1+1 turnkey 
solutions and also includes the necessary 
interlock connections on the rear panel. 

The compact 1RU Nephtys has been 
designed for maximum reliability and 
easy operations from the intuitive local 
and remote interfaces.

DUAL DRIVE AND 1+1 TRANSMITTERS
Dual Drive FM Transmitters: 

2 Helios FM 20W/100W (Full Digital Exciters)
Nephtys 
RF Switch (N) controlled by Nephtys 
Optional TCP/IP with SNMP and Web Pages

1+1 FM Transmitters: 
2 FM Transmitters
Nephtys 
RF Switch controlled by Nephtys 
Optional TCP/IP with SNMP and Web Pages

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Ask us for
Turnkey N+1 

systems Turnkey 1+1 Helios FM 1000W
with redundant Digiplexer HQSound (see page 21)

Customized rack integration
Turnkey solutions including peripherals
Compact and reliable hardware design
Easy local and remote maintenance and control

•
•
•
•

Nephtys front panel
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AssociAted Products

APT Ltd is a pioneering designer of audio codecs for broadcast 
professionals and telecommunications companies worldwide.  
The company’s WorldNet and WorldCast codecs offer reliable 
and cost-effective broadcast solutions delivering high quality 
audio over IP, T1, E1, ISDN & Leased Lines. 

Designed for use in studio transmitter links, studio networking 
and remotes / OB applications, the APT codec portfolio includes 
a wide range of stereo and multi-channel units that can be 
deployed as a simple STL or a large-scale IP audio network.

APT codecs have been selected by many leading broadcasters 
worldwide. Noteworthy examples include the BBC,  ARD and 
the European Broadcast Union in Europe; NRK Japan, Korean 
Telecom and Australia Broadcasting Corporation in Asia and 
National Public Radio, Clear Channel Radio, Sirius Satellite 
Radio and CBC Canada throughout North America.

APT has carried out significant innovation particularly in the 
area of Audio over IP. Our revolutionary SureStream technology 
enables broadcasters to use inexpensive IP links and still 
maintain professional broadcast-grade audio quality, reliability 
and consistency. SureStream delivers the audio quality you 
expect from a T1/E1 link at a fraction of the associated cost 
and its innovative approach has been recognised throughout 
the industry. The technology was selected for not one, but 
two, prestigious NAB awards in 2011

Range of Products Interface
Stream-In / Stream-Out Silver
Stream-In / Stream-Out Silver is a highly affordable IP audio encoder or 
decoder designed for the reliable and robust encoding of audio content over IP 
networks.

IP

WorldCast Horizon NextGen 
The WorldCast Horizon NextGen boasts the most complete set of IP features 
ever included in APT’s extensive range of professional IP codecs and is the first 
to feature our revolutionary “SureStream” technology.

IP

WorldCast Astral 
WorldCast Astral is the industry’s most versatile and professional low cost IP 
audio codec. Not only does the unit offer great value as an IP STL, it is also 
packed full of innovative features that make it the workhorse of your studio or 
transmitter site.

IP

WorldCast Equinox 
A stereo audio codec offering IP, ISDN and X.21 / V.35 connections, the WorldCast 
Equinox provides a reliable and cost-effective platform for the transport of 
broadcast grade audio with 24/7/365 reliability.

IP, ISDN, 
X.21/V.35

WorldNet Oslo 
The most powerful and flexible of APT’s Codecs, the WorldNet Oslo is a modular, 
multiple channel audio multiplexer enabling the transport up to 24 mono or 12 
stereo channels of high quality audio content on a single T1, E1 or IP link.

IP, E1, T1

SureStream Technology 
APT’s SureStream technology delivers the audio quality and reliability you 
expect from a T1/E1 link at a fraction of the associated cost.

IP

Audio Codecs

See our Deliver Catalog for more detail on APT Audio Codec Range
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Keep your signal on air! 
Double RF input agile - 87.5 – 108 MHz 
Automatic Switching between main and backup frequency 
Selectable IF Bandwidth for easy installation on full FM 
spectrum
Double MPX output for installation of 1+1 or Dual Drive 
transmitter systems 
Both AES and Analog signals available enabling additional 
or backup path
Selectable de-emphasis 50/75 µs.
RDS Decoder verifies integrity of signal based on PI code 
(PI, PS, TP/TA, MS, DI , PTY, AF list, Clock Time)
Serial port communication (bench configuration and 
reporting)

Continual Signal Monitoring
Audio Level Bars
Headphone socket

Simple Management & Control with the IP/IO 
version

SNMP
Additional GPIOs 

6 Command/ Relay Outputs 
8 Status (Opto-coupler) Inputs

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

The FM Receiver Silver is a professional FM Rebroadcast 
Receiver which offers great performance while remaining 
easily affordable for broadcasters. Designed by WorldCast 
Systems’ experienced R&D team, the FM Receiver Silver is 
capable of receiving a signal in difficult circumstances and 
outputting an MPX baseband or audio signal which can be used 
for high quality retransmission by any make of transmitter. 
This enables a broadcaster to provide complete coverage in 
shadow areas, tunnels and other “hard to reach” areas.

To provide broadcast engineers with complete peace of mind, 
the FM Receiver Silver will monitor RF levels and MPX deviation 

to establish the presence of a suitable signal and display the 
current status via the LED front panel. The presence of Pilot 
and RDS signals are also monitored and the PI code can be 
decoded to ensure correct program tuning. Level meters offer 
a visualization of the current level of audio activity.

Compatible with all makes of FM transmitters, the unit 
also provides a double MPX output so it can also be used in 
conjunction with 1+1 or Dual Drive transmitter systems. For 
those requiring additional monitoring capabilities, the IP/IO 
version offers contact closures (GPIO) and a TCP/IP connection 
for remote configuration and SNMP management.

FM receiver Silver

BENEFITS
Highly featured yet affordable rebroadcasting platform
Return path for audio talkback with an audio codec
User-configurable presets 
Easy Installation and Operation
WorldCast Systems’ experience in transmission & 
monitoring

•
•
•
•
•

See our Silver Catalog for more details

AssociAted Products

FM Rebroadcasting

Web interface
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AssociAted Products

Digiplexer HQSound®

HQSound Processing
Gated Automatic Gain Control
4 Parametric Equalizers
Dynamic Bass and Treble Enhancers
Stereo Enhancer and Limiter 
Multiband compression 
Multiband Gating and Expander
Sound Impact System
Multiband Limiters
1.5MHz FM limiter
Virtual MPX Limiter
Simultaneous HD Limiter
MPX Power Limiter (ITU412-BS)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the secret of great Digiplexer sound?
HQSound! According to our test users, it is the most 
incredible dynamic processing engine ever made… 

Higher sampling rates 192 kHz / 1.5 MHz 
Extended FM bandwidth to 17 kHz
Low delay: <6ms on any output

•
•
•

Why does HQSound give such good results?
The results of our extensive tests prove that HQSound®, 
the new algorithm engine specifically developed for our 
range of products, offers on average 20 times more power 
than those commonly used in competitors’ products. So, 
with 4 bands and no other peripherals in front or behind 
it, HQSound® can rival and even surpass processing chains 
made up of several  processors in series.

Highly Reliable
Proven Hardware reliability
Auto-switch and Audio Backup
Hardware Bypass
Flash memory
2s reboot… 

Evolves with your Needs
Upgrade your processor by simple licence activation
Add software modules 

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

HQSound® 1-band version: 
Incorporates the AGC plus a Clipper 
To replace an old FMX410/480 (Original 
Digiplexer)

HQSound® 2-band version: 
Ideal as a main audio processor for soft and 
medium formats (Classical, Voice, Jazz…)
Perfect as a secondary processor to finalize 
the audio at each transmitter site

HQSound® 4-band version: 
The sound that competes with the best 
processors on the market
For stations who need loudness. 
As a main audio processor for all formats

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

3 versions, single compact hardware

SOFTWARE

UPGRADE

SOFTWARE

UPGRADE

See our Deliver catalog for more details

Audio Processing for FM and Digital broadcasting

The Digiplexer is the first HQSound® audio processor. Using the latest multi-band DSP technology, it provides up to 2.8 
gigaflops of processing power for FM and HD format. 

Features

Digital Stereo Encoding
Full RDS Encoder
Advanced Audio Backup
ScriptEasy Software Suite

•
•
•
•

And also
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RDS Encoders
AssociAted ProductsAPPLICATIONS:

RDS/RBDS can be used:
to identify the Radio Station 
to  automatically retune between transmitters 
of the same program
to display song titles and artist information 
on receivers
for interactive radio (RT+ ODA application)
for Traffic Announcements & Traffic Message 
Channel (TMC)
as an emergency alert system

•
•

•

•
•

•

FMB50/FMB80

Fully Compliant with RDS/RBDS standards
Support for RT+ 
ODA support for TMC & Emergency Alert 
Embedded Scheduler
Command Triggering on RDS Signal or internal/ external 
events
Firmware upgrade available from FMB50 to FMB80
Embedded Webserver 
Multi communication links to connect with automation 
software 
Support for multiple protocols : ASCII , UECP, ASCII+UECP
Remote monitoring of external devices via status inputs & 
control outputs
RDS Viewer allows Remote Monitoring of broadcasted 
data
Full customization of alarms and email alerts

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

RDS Encoder Silver

RDS Encoder Silver is the most affordable encoder in our 
product line. It can be connected to your automation software 
and supports Radio Text messages, Alternative Frequencies, 
Traffic Announcements and scrolling PS by word or characters. 
The compact and reasonably-priced RDS Encoder Silver comes 
with a user-friendly configuration wizard and a simulation 
mode.

Experience
Audemat has over 20 years experience in the field having been 
an active participant in the RDS forum since its inception. 
We have worked together with many major broadcasters 
throughout the world to install extensive RDS networks and 
have an installed base of over 12,000 units. 

Versatility
We have a complete range of RDS encoders which means we 
have a solution to meet your needs and requirements both at 
the studio and at the transmission site. Whatever your brand 
of automation software, and no matter what data path you 
use, one of our RDS encoders will suit your needs and will 
enable you to achieve your goals.

High Quality and Spectral Purity
All of our RDS encoders use a superbly designed composite/
MPX board, which allows us to keep high frequency signal paths 
very short, and provides inherent shielding. The result is on-
air performance that is measurably better than that offered by 
other types of product architecture. All our encoders construct 
their data digitally; with no analog pass band filters, there is 
no possibility of drifting or degradation of the audio signal.

Reliability
Audemat encoders are designed for continuous on-air 
operation and are known for their reliability. All of our units 
feature solid state memory, have no moving parts and retain 
their configuration through power outages. Every parameter is 
controlled through software: there are no potentiometers or 
trimmer capacitors that may age or need realignment.

See our Deliver catalog for more details

World-class RDS Encoders from Audemat

Why is Audemat a World Leader in RDS Encoding?
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AssociAted Products

Goldeneagle FM

Signal Monitoring & Remote Control for FM Radio Networks 

Audemat’s GOLDENEAGLE FM is a 
powerful and professional solution 
for FM monitoring at the transmitter 
site or in the coverage area. The unit 
sequentially monitors a set list of 
stations and continuously ensures that 
your FM network complies with both 
legislation and your expectations. 

The GOLDENEAGLE FM offers several 
highly innovative features such as 
multi-channel monitoring (up to 
40 programs), audio streaming and 
recording, RDS streaming, automatic 
scanning, audiomarking decoding and 
remote control GPIOs (General Purpose 
Inputs/Outputs).

Advanced Signal Monitoring
Automatic FM band scanning to detect any variations
FM Monitoring of up to 40 programs - RF demodulator 
automatically and sequentially browses all the stations 
configured in the list.
Track real-time status of your signal 24/7/365
3 FM receivers for simultaneous operations (e.g. remote 
consultation, monitoring and recording)
Alarm management and monitoring for all main 
parameters including RF level, MPX level, Pilot level, 
Stereo presence, Audio level, RDS presence & RDS 
content
Instant notification of any out-of-tolerance condition 
with SNMP trap, SMS and email dispatch 

Real time & Recorded Measurements 
At-a-glance status view provides overview of all 
monitored stations
Real-time remote measurement of selected station
Check conformity of transmission with Spectrum 
Analyzer display (option)
RDS streaming to ensure RDS services are correctly 
broadcast & signal is error free
Recorded measurements and logs for export & analysis
All measurements stored for 30 days to enable trend 
analysis
Real-time Audio streaming to your desktop enables 
remote listening
Download recorded content to PC for listening & 
analysis

Extensive Remote Control
Access, configure & control all equipment at the 
transmitter site with remote control over TCP/IP
Optional extended transmitter remote control 
capabilities: 7 slots available for GPIO boards (max. 1 
metering board)
ScriptEasy and MasterView for I/O configuration and 
status visualization 
Using TCP/IP, GOLDENEAGLE is compatible with any 
SNMP based Manager such as Broadcast Manager

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Off site monitoring

On site monitoring

Recorded measurements

See our Monitor catalog for more details
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See for our Monitor catalog for more details

facility control
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AssociAted Products
Modulation Analyzer

The Test and Measurement
standard for FM

The Modulation Analyzer is a complete Test and Measurement tool, incorporating a multitude of innovative features such as 
a digital FM demodulator, RF spectrum analyzer, oscilloscope, dual channel audio generator, distortion meter, MPX and RDS 
analyzers and now, also an built-in RF Generator.
The inclusion of an RF Generator creates a unique platform that provides all the tools required for commissioning and testing an 
FM Transmitter in a single 3U box. Any FM signal can be simulated and then fed back into the software suite of the Modulation 
Analyzer for comprehensive and indepth measurement and analysis. 
The Modulation Analyzer can also be used for the testing of transmitters, transmitter lines or dedicated FM equipment such as 
a rebroadcast receiver or encoder.

The unit is available in 3 versions. The Standard version is 
supplied either in a sturdy and easily transportable flight 
case or as a rack mountable unit and provides the basic 
measurement tools needed for a precise analysis of the FM 
signal.
Lab Tools Version
The enhanced functionality of the Lab tools version offers:

RF frequency meter, AF distortion meter, AF frequency 
meter, Pilot frequency meter, RDS frequency meter
Measurement of Crosstalk,  Bandwidth, SNR & THDN 
Test signal generator, Oscilloscope and Remote access 
(‘automation’)

RF Generator Option
The optional RF Generator turns the Modulation Analyzer 
into a full service platform enabling both the simulation AND 
measurement of FM signals. The test engineer can select the 
RF Level, frequency, MPX signal with pre-emphasis and audio 
sine wave of the signal to be injected into the equipment 
under test. The analyzer will then conduct a wealth of 
measurements.

•

•
A variety of reports are 
available:  RDS, audio, spec-
trum and MPX power analysis 
reports as well as automatic 
measurement reports

Measurement Display & Reports
Main information in text or graphic format on front 
touchscreen panel and on remote PC application
Excellent reproducibility of measurements
Automatic measurement reports for analysis
Calibration only required every 3 years

•

•
•
•
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Powerful

PERFORMANCE

Our Digital Exciter offers a Crystal Clear 

Audio Signal on reliable transmitters that 

are Designed to Last. 

Powerful

CONTROL

We offer Expert M
aintenance Reporting and 

Advanced Metering Interface for remote 

maintenance, optimization, analysis & control.

Powerful

SAVINGS

With the highest Efficiency on the market and 

many integrated broadcast tools, we enable 

your energy and equipment budgets to go 

much further.  

WorldCast Systems  

A Powerful Force in
Broadcasting

Our 3 core brands 
of APT, Ecreso 
and Audemat 
have over 50 

years of broadcast 
experience.

We have sold 
over 50,000 units 

worldwide:

FM Transmitters
Audio Codecs
Signal Monitors
RDS Encoders

ChooSe effICIeNCy, ChooSe exPerIeNCe, ChooSe eCreSo
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